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Abstract: Previous studies on commercial vacancy have mostly focused on the survival rate of
commercial buildings over a certain time frame and the cause of their closure, due to a lack of
appropriate data. Based on a time-series of 2,940,000 individual commercial facility data, the main
purpose of this research is two-fold: (1) to examine long short-term memory (LSTM) as a feasible
option for predicting trends in commercial districts and (2) to identify the influence of each variable
on prediction results for establishing evidence-based decision-making on the primary influences
of commercial vacancy. The results indicate that LSTM can be useful in simulating commercial
vacancy dynamics. Furthermore, sales, floating population, and franchise rate were found to be
the main determinants for commercial vacancy. The results suggest that it is imperative to control
the cannibalization of commercial districts and develop their competitiveness to retain a consistent
floating population.
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1. Introduction

Commercial Vacancy Prediction

Commercial vacancy recently emerged as a critical urban issue in South Korea. According to the 2018 commercial real estate rental trends report by the Korea Real Estate Board
(KREB), the shopping mall vacancy rate has been increasing steadily since it exceeded 10%
in the second half of 2017, and some major commercial districts exceeded 20% (Figure 1a).
Considering the situation in Seoul, where the average vacancy rate is approaching 12%,
the vacancy issue should be discussed carefully and with urgency.
One of the primary reasons for this increase in commercial vacancies is that the
supply of retail stores has increased significantly through rising construction and building
remodeling in major commercial districts, while demand has fallen due to shrinking
consumption. As large shopping centers in these areas have absorbed a floating population,
small, owner-operated local businesses face an escalating vacancy rate. Worse, due to
COVID-19, sales and floating populations are rapidly decreasing in commercial districts.
As shown in Figure 1b, between the last quarter of 2019 and the first quarter of 2020, the
pandemic led to a drastic drop in sales in both main and local commercial districts. As
a result, although rental contract guarantee periods are for five years, the average rental
period in Seoul is now only approximately 1.7 years, reflecting an unstable market situation.
There are various reasons for vacancies in commercial buildings, including the conflicting interests of landlords and tenants, supply–demand imbalance, and building usage
limitations. Aside from economic situations and social issues, many studies have attributed
commercial vacancies to size, location, and the managing entity. To solve the issue, they
have highlighted physical improvements and use programs for empty commercial buildings. According to previous research, causes of vacancy in commercial buildings include
business type, accessibility, floating population, average sales, and location of the commercial district, in addition to external economic conditions and societal problems. Such
characteristics were found to significantly influence the longevity and closure rates of
businesses located in a commercial district [1–5].
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Such characteristics were found to significantly influence the longevity and closure rates
of businesses located in a commercial district [1–5].
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Commercial Vacancy, Survival, and Closure
2. Literature Review
As of 2017, 25% of all South Koreans were self-employed, placing Korea fifth among
2.1. Commercial Vacancy, Survival, and Closure
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in Korea, was over 72% in 2019, and more than 50% of businesses now close within three
years of operation [6]. Such a high level of closures among owner-operated businesses has
led to increasing commercial vacancies, followed by unstable employment, increased social
costs, and enormous economic loss for individuals and the country. To reduce the closure
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rate of owner-operated businesses and lower the vacancy rate, scholars have conducted a
wide range of studies on the factors influencing these.
Hardin III & Wolverton [7,8] (2000, 2001) predicted vacancy rates and rent levels
using the two-stage least squares (TSLS) model by dividing 118 commercial buildings
in Atlanta into several categories (image, possibility, scope of commercial district, and
purchasing power of commercial district). Wheaton and Torto [9] (1988) conducted a study
of office markets in the United States and identified a rental adjustment mechanism based
on vacancy rate. The analysis showed an actual rent decrease of 2% in response to the 1%
“excess vacancy” derived from the difference between market vacancy rate and natural
vacancy rate.
Ahn and Sung [10] (2003) analyzed the starting point and longevity of owner-operated
businesses. They examined factors that would determine the longevity of a business based
on the Cox proportional hazards model. Their analysis showed a large variation in the
longevity of owner-operated businesses depending on their owner’s gender and age when
starting the business, marital status, and region.
Sanderson, Farrelly, and Thoday [11] (2006) compared the natural vacancy rates of
office markets in large cities worldwide and discovered that these were highest in the
United States and lowest in Europe. Their analysis showed that the natural vacancy rate
was low in markets where urbanization and development were actively taking place, from
a spatial perspective.
Nam [12] (2017) derived factors that affect the closure of owner-operated businesses in
Korea using the Cox proportional hazards model. This analysis showed that such closures
are determined by consumer price index, rent, regional gross product, population and
growth rate, business history, size, and number of competing businesses.
Many scholars have conducted studies using statistical models such as regression
analysis and the Cox proportional hazards model to derive different variables that affect
the sustainability and closure of businesses and analyze their longevity and survival rates.
However, most of the studies had limitations in predicting changes in commercial districts
and suggesting future policies, since they identified the problems over a specific time frame
or analyzed the impact of issues based on old data. Moreover, due to insufficient data,
they could not perform microscopic spatial analysis beyond analyzing vacancy and closure
rates for an entire region.
2.2. Deep-Learning-Based Prediction Model: LSTM
Early advancements in computer technology since the 1960s were accompanied by
models that analyzed changes in space and traffic patterns to make predictions. Since S.
Stowers developed a prediction model using multiple regression analysis in 1966, the statistical model has proven useful for analyzing the relationship between land-use distribution
and other driving factors, and for predicting various urban changes based on the principle
of economic/market equilibrium. Moreover, prediction models for real estate prices and
sales were also developed based on statistical techniques using time-series analysis, such
as the autoregressive integrated moving average model (ARIMA) or vector autoregressive
model (VAR) [13–15].
However, these statistical models based on conventional regression analysis have
met with disapproval due to several limitations. The modeling processes are too static.
Aggregated macro-scale data should be used because of limited data collection and technology. Moreover, the linear model’s assumption, which deviates from reality, has limited
applicability to the market’s nonlinear movement in real life.
In that vein, a time-series prediction method using neural networks, in place of a
conventional regression analysis method, has emerged as the amount of data has increased
and machine learning algorithms have developed in recent years.
Nguyen and Cripps [16] (2001) built a model for artificial neural networks to forecast
the sales prices of private homes in Rutherford County in Tennessee. They compared the
predictive power of the artificial neural network model with multiple regression analysis
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and proved that the former had greater predictive power. Similarly, Limsombunchao
(2004) [17] developed a prediction model using an artificial neural network that took multiple variables into account (such as house size, wear and tear, housing type, and location)
and compared the model with the hedonic price model. He concluded that the artificial
neural network had greater predictive power. Furthermore, Newman et al. [18] (2016)
and Lee and Newman [19] (2017) developed a prediction model using an artificial neural
network for forecasting the distribution of vacant homes in growing and declining cities in
the United States. They verified the model’s reliability through four methodologies and
confirmed the feasibility of the neural network model as a means to predict spatial patterns.
As active research takes place in relation to deep-learning, studies have also emerged using the LSTM networks model, which is one of the recurrent neural network (RNN) algorithms
that exhibit excellent performance in teaching time-series data [20–24]. Cha et al. (2018) [25]
introduced an LSTM model that rectified the shortcomings of RNN and improved its
performance. They compared the model with the existing multivariate discriminant analysis, non-time-series algorithm model, and deep-learning algorithm model. Their analysis
showed that the RNN and LSTM models based on the deep-learning time-series algorithm
were useful for predicting bankruptcy. Meanwhile, Temur et al. [26] (2019) forecast house
sales prices using the LSTM and ARIMA models based on housing price data between 2008
and 2018. By comparing the accuracy of these models, they demonstrated the outstanding
predictive power of neural network models. Furthermore, Siami Namini et al. (2018) also
proved that the LSTM-based model reduced the error rates and improved the prediction
by 85% compared to ARIMA [27].
As proven by many scholars, deep-learning-based models have greater predictive
power than regression or time-series models that use conventional statistical methods. In
particular, the predictive power of the LSTM model has been validated in many studies,
although most of these were limited to discussions of the time unit and prediction of real
estate prices and traffic volumes, and they failed to discuss the space unit alongside the
time unit.
3. Literature Gaps and Research Objective
This research is distinctive from other studies related to commercial building closure
and vacancy in three ways.
First, due to difficulty in securing data, most previous studies analyzed changes in
commercial districts and the real estate market across an entire region from a macroscopic
perspective. In this study, we constructed more accurate and detailed data of more than
2,940,000 individual commercial stores in terms of closure date, rent, and sales for each
commercial building, and we analyzed the trends and impacts of vacancies in a more
precise manner.
Second, this study used vacancy data that directly showed the decline of commercial
districts for analyzing vacancy trends and causes, instead of using business closures or
survival rates. In doing so, we identified declining commercial districts and established
a foundation for policy suggestions. Most studies related to commercial districts have
analyzed closure rates or survival rates to identify the decline or growth of a commercial
district based on their findings. However, high closure rates and short business longevity
do not necessarily indicate a stagnant economy. The closure rate of businesses within a
growing commercial district is likely to be high because rent prices rise rapidly, and the
competition to enter a growing commercial district is higher than for one that is in decline.
Thus, a business of a certain type or size that can afford higher rent would quickly replace
existing businesses. For this reason, we analyzed the risk that a commercial district was
facing decline and derived factors using commercial vacancy rates to accurately survey the
market’s economic condition.
Third, we used time-series data to analyze changing trends in commercial districts and
predicted commercial vacancy rates. As for previous studies related to closure and vacancy,
most studies have analyzed the survival rate of commercial buildings over a certain time
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frame and the cause of closures. Even though studies using the Kaplan–Meier method and
the Cox proportional hazards model have analyzed past trends and proposed future policy
on that basis, baseline data have limited applicability for predicting declining commercial
districts in the future and establishing more adequate countermeasures. For this reason,
this study aimed to examine the time-series trend and predict the pattern of commercial
vacancy rates using a deep-learning-based prediction model to provide more realistic and
futuristic baseline data for policymaking.
Therefore, the primary objectives of this research were two-fold: (1) to examine
the LSTM as a feasible option for predicting vacancy patterns of commercial districts
and (2) to identify the influence of each variable on prediction results for understanding
both causes and consequences of the pattern dynamics and establishing evidence-based
decision-making on the primary effects of vacancy. Considering that the closure rate of
small businesses is steadily growing, it is critical to analyze and identify the cause of
vacancy in each commercial district and forecast vacancy rates accurately for establishing
optimal countermeasures.
4. Data and Methods
4.1. Study Area and Commercial Vacancy Data
This study used the city of Seoul in Korea as its study area. We constructed vacancy data for analysis based on information about the opening and closure of over
2,940,000 stores according to the Seoul Credit Guarantee Foundation. To directly reflect
the COVID-19 pandemic and achieve a more realistic estimation of vacancy rates, we used
data from the first half of 2019 to the first half of 2020, including January 2020 (when the
first COVID-19 patient was reported in Korea) and estimated vacancy rates for the second
half of 2020.
To implement the LSTM-based prediction model, we pixelated the commercial vacancy
data on each building and set up a 100 m × 100 m grid as the analysis unit by taking the
computer’s performance and Seoul’s area into consideration. After dividing the entire area
into 63,972 grids and excluding grids with no commercial buildings due to topography
Sustainability 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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For analysis, we used information on the opening and closure of 2,940,000 individual
commercial facilities from the Seoul Credit Guarantee Foundation and calculated commercial vacancy rates in four stages by:
(1) Analyzing of the number of businesses in each commercial building.
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For analysis, we used information on the opening and closure of 2,940,000 individual commercial facilities from the Seoul Credit Guarantee Foundation and calculated
commercial vacancy rates in four stages by:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Analyzing of the number of businesses in each commercial building.
Calculating the total number of vacant stores in each commercial building by month,
based on opening and closure data.
Spatializing the commercial building data (vacancy, sales, rent, etc.) by 26,937 pixels.
Calculating the semi-annual commercial vacancy rate:


commercial vacancy rate per 6 months (%) =

sum o f commercial vacancy
1−
total number o f commercial buildings ∗ 6 months



∗ 100

As shown in Table 1, the average commercial vacancy rate in Seoul from the first half
of 2019 to the first half of 2020 increased from 6.56% to 7.94%. Due to unstable market
conditions related to COVID-19, this increased by 0.9% in the first half of 2020, compared
to the second half of 2019.
Table 1. Commercial vacancy rate based on the opening and closure of commercial buildings.
1st Half of 2019

2nd Half of 2019

1st Half of 2020

Average for Seoul

6.56%

6.95%

7.94%

Change compared to the
previous 6 months

-

+0.39%

+0.99%

Nonetheless, considering floating population and store sales, the vacancy rate during
the first half of 2020 was not as high as expected. This can be interpreted as a result of
the economic policy that had been implemented during the first half of 2020 in the form
of an emergency relief fund. It is also possible that some business owners did not report
closures to avoid loss of premium on their store at the time of closing. If the government
does not offer sufficient funding to support small business owners, commercial building
closure and vacancy rates are expected to increase rapidly in 2021. Moreover, an analysis of
the vacancy rates for 50 major commercial districts in Seoul, based on a calculation of the
commercial vacancy rate of each building, clearly showed a trend of increasing vacancy
rates in 43 (86%) commercial districts (Figure 3).
4.2. Variables
Since the prediction results can differ significantly by the variable selection, the causal
mechanism contributing to commercial vacancy was identified based on a literature review.
We then derived nine variables and conducted an analysis by considering the availability
of data and Seoul’s regional characteristics. The primary causes were classified into three
categories: (1) individual structure factor [9,28–30], (2) location factor [31–33], and (3) local
economic factor [3,28,29,34,35] (Table 2). Of the nine variables, we used four from data
on individual commercial buildings from the Seoul Credit Guarantee Foundation, except
for de facto population and floating population. As for de facto population, floating
population, and survival rate (new business and total), we used a block unit, which was the
smallest of the available data units. After preprocessing the vacancy rate data and factor
variable data, we reprocessed them into units of 100 m × 100 m pixels.
The vacancy rate is an index showing the relative ratio of supply and demand, and
rent and sales are typically noted as the primary cause of vacancy and closure [4,9,34,36].
Rental prices consist of deposits and monthly rent, so collecting accurate data is difficult.
For this reason, most previous studies have used official land value data as a proxy variable
on the premise that increased rent leads to an increase in land and housing prices. However,
we secured the rental data from the Seoul Credit Guarantee Foundation and used these for
analysis. To calculate rent conversion based on deposit and monthly rent, we applied 12%,
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Survival rate by year
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Format (Unit)
Description
Levels of a building
Building (F)
Above-ground levels of a building
Rent conversion = (deposit × 12%)/12 months + monthly rent
Area of a building
Building (m2)
Floor area of a building
For sales data, we used sales data Persons
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sales were found to be high. Subsequently, the model assumed that high rent and low
population density would be affected by an increase in commercial vacancies.
Furthermore, commercial districts with a large percentage of franchises are more likely
to have potential renters who are willing to pay higher rent for a longer period than small
business owners. Because large-size buildings are generally used for the franchises of large
corporations, it was assumed that a higher ratio of large-size buildings and franchises
indicated an increase in commercial vacancies.
Lastly, business survival rate was also used as an influencing factor for vacancy because it also reflects market stability and economic conditions. Survival refers to continuous
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business operation without closure from the start to a certain point in time. The survival
rate of businesses by year increased by 1.6%, from 73.9% during the first half of 2019 to
75.5% during the first half of 2020. Meanwhile, in commercial districts where gentrification
has been increasing, such as Itaewon and Hongdae, the survival rate was found to be
low. This model assumed that a low business survival rate would result in increased
commercial vacancies.
4.3. Methods
This study aimed to analyze commercial vacancy rate patterns and influencing factors
using a more detailed unit of analysis. It also aimed to predict the commercial vacancy rate
for the second half of 2020. Most studies about commercial vacancy and survival rates have
focused on identifying the factors influencing businesses’ survival within a commercial
district using the Cox proportional hazards model and Kaplan–Meier model. Despite the
statistical merits of the regression model, there are several issues, namely assumptions on
equal variance, independence, and normality; the problem of multicollinearity; and the
problem of reacting sensitively to singular values.
For this reason, we developed a prediction model based on a neural network to overcome the limitations of statistics-based prediction models with strict statistical assumptions
that have difficulty reflecting the changes in complex environmental variables or sensitive
situations. By contrast, a deep-learning model can be interpreted even when an input
variable is incomplete and there are wide fluctuations. It can be applied to a small or
irregular data set. In particular, LSTM-based prediction models are proven to have excellent predictive power in time-series analysis as they are made to remember previous
inputs more efficiently than regular RNN [37,38]. For this reason, we selected LSTM as a
learning algorithm.
Among various deep-learning-based prediction models, RNN resolves issues with
traditional neural networks and learns previous inputs by considering temporal sequence.
Traditional neural networks such as the convolutional neural network (CNN) and artificial
neural network (ANN) fail to sufficiently reflect the correlation with previous inputs
and lack consistency. When pertinent information is distant from the point where the
information is used in time-series data analysis, RNN has a vanishing gradient problem,
which significantly reduces learning ability [39,40]. To overcome long-term dependencies
of RNN, LSTM was proposed. All RNNs have a recurrent neural network module in the
form of a chain, and the structure exists in a simple form. Although LSTM has the same
structure, the internal recurrent module has a different structure (Figure 4). As shown in
Figure 4b, LSTM is a particular network structure with three “gates.” These gates in LSTM
play a crucial role in selectively influencing the information at each point in time. In a
fully connected network that uses the sigmoid activation function (with output between
0 and 1), all information is delivered when the gate is open (sigmoid output = 1), and no
information is delivered when the gate is closed (sigmoid output = 0) [41,42]. However,
because some studies reveal that LSTM might not extract the nonlinear characteristics of
data, the size of the dataset should be monitored [43].
Since LSTM delivers outstanding performance in processing time-series data inputs
based on this structure and process, LSTM was used for prediction as it can learn time-series
data without any losses.
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(a) RNN (Recurrent Neural Network)

(b) LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory)
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LSTM.
Figure

5. Results
Before forecasting commercial vacancy rate, we examined the data by analyzing basic
statistics of variables used in constructing an RNN-based LSTM model (Table 3). The
vacancy rate increased by about 21% from 6.56% during the first half of 2019 to 7.94%
during the first half of 2020. Hot spot analysis was also conducted to identify the spatial
distribution of risk areas (Figure 5). This analysis showed a high vacancy rate in the
commercial districts centering on Itaewon, where gentrification has been intensifying since
the mid-2010s. In addition, the percentage of 100 m × 100 m pixels with a vacancy rate of
25% or higher steadily increased from 917 during the first half of 2019 to 1396 during the
first half of 2020.
Table 3. Basic statistics of dependent and independent variables.
Variables

Average of the 1st Half of
2019

Average of the 2nd Half of
2019

Average of the 1st Half of
2020

Dependent variable

Vacancy rate (%)

6.56

6.95

7.94

Independent variable

Above-ground levels (F)
Area of a building (m2 )
De facto population (N)
Floating population (N)
Franchise ratio (%)
Rent (1000 KRW)
Business sales (1000 KRW)
Survival rate of start-up
businesses (%)
Annual survival rate (%)

4.85
455.71
726,954
140,687
4.05
1753.7
74,015.4

4.85
455.95
726,842
140,031
4.09
1773.1
82,364.1

4.85
455.92
719,934
142,356
4.12
1853.0
79,519.7

51.2

51.7

52.9

74.2

74.3

76.0
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half of 2020).

(1st half of 2019–2nd half of 2020).

As the vacancy rate increased during the last three quarters, the franchise ratio also
increased. During the first half of 2020, when the COVID-19 pandemic began to worsen,
gross sales per business decreased by about 3.5%, compared with the second half of 2019.
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This may be attributed to the characteristics of franchises, which are less affected by
economic recession, such as that caused by the pandemic, than other small businesses.
Steadily increasing rental prices, despite declining sales and de facto population, are likely
to affect future increases in vacancy rate.
In this study, an LSTM-based prediction model was constructed in three stages using
nine variables that affect commercial vacancy. First, we validated the accuracy of the
LSTM-based prediction model by comparing the actual commercial vacancy rate during
the first half of 2020 with the estimated commercial vacancy rate for the first half of 2020.
Second, the commercial vacancy rate for the second half of 2020 was forecast, and the
vacancy risk areas were derived through hot spot analysis. Finally, the influence of the
variables affecting the commercial vacancy rate was quantified for Seoul by scrutinizing
the influence of the nine variables used in the analysis.
5.1. LSTM Output Statistics: Validation
Throughout the process of model construction, learning, and prediction, we used
TensorFlow, a Python-based deep-learning framework. Before forecasting, we examined
the reliability of the model. Analyzing the accuracy of visual data purely based on spatial
data has limitations, so we used two indices (mean absolute error, root mean squared error)
to analyze the model’s performance objectively. The formulas are as follows:
MAE (mean abolute error ) =

1
n

n

∑

t =1

s
RMSE (root mean squared error ) =

yt − yˆt

1
n

n

∑



yt − yˆt

2

t =1

Using the above formulas, we presented a more efficient model for predicting the
vacancy rate by comparing the actual commercial vacancy rate in the first half of 2020
with an estimated vacancy rate derived through the deep-learning model. To construct an
optimal model, we set up the algorithm to derive root mean squared error (RMSE) and
mean absolute error (MAE) values for every 1000th training session and validated the
prediction accuracy. MAE and RMSE values closer to 0 indicated smaller disparity between
estimated and actual values; hence, there was higher accuracy in the prediction model. As
shown in Table 4, the iteration for MAE and RMSE showed that several training sessions
(epochs) was followed by decreasing tendency and improved accuracy. Because there was
no significant change in statistical values after 20,000 epochs, we set the number of model
training sessions to be 20,000, to avoid the over-fitting issue. When the number of epochs
was set at 20,000, MAE was 0.005, and RMSE was 0.009. Compared to the actual average
vacancy rate from the first half of 2020 (7.94%), it derived 93.7% accuracy with 6.3% error.
Table 4. LSTM statistical output: Iteration, MAE, and RMSE.
Model

Iteration

MAE

RMSE

1

1

0.706

0.799

2

1000

0.030

0.069

3

5000

0.015

0.033

4

10,000

0.009

0.019

5

15,000

0.007

0.013

6

20,000

0.005

0.009

5.2. Possible Scenario of Vacancy Patterns by the Second Half of 2020
After verifying the reliability of the model through the above process, we estimated
the average commercial vacancy rate in Seoul in the second half of 2020 based on the
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prediction model developed in this study. It was estimated to be 9.67% and forecast to
increase by 47.4%, compared with the first half of 2019 (Table 5). In addition, over 37%
of pixels were estimated to have a minimum vacancy rate of 10%; the pixels with a 25%
vacancy rate or higher were estimated to have doubled, compared with the first half of 2019
(Figure 6a). This study examined the spatial distribution of the predicted results through
hot spot analysis (Figure 6b). This analysis showed that vacancies are likely to increase in
commercial districts centering on college campuses ( 1 ) and secondary industries such as
manufacturing
businesses in the southwest region ( 2 , 3 ) during the second 13
half
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1st Half of 2019
2nd Half of 2019
1st Half of 2020
2020 (Expected)
Average vacancy rate
6.56%
6.95%
7.94% 2nd Half of9.67%
Average
vacancy
rate
6.56%6 months
6.95%
9.67%
Change
compared
to the previous
+5.9% 7.94% +14.2%
+21.8%
Change
compared
to the with over 25% vacancy rate
Number
of pixels
+5.9%
+21.8%
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1733
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previous 6 months
(%)
NumberNumber
of pixelsof
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over with 10–25% vacancy rate
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1031
(3.8%)
1396 (5.2%)
1733 (31.1%)
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3600
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4508 (16.7%)
8646 (32.1%)
8390
25% vacancy rate (%)
(%)
Number of pixels with
10–25% vacancy rate (%)
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Figure 6. (a) Commercial vacancy rate by pixel in the 2nd half of 2020 and (b) vacancy risk area based on hot spot analysis.
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To understand the spatial distribution of areas at risk of commercial building vacancy
To understand the spatial distribution of areas at risk of commercial building vacancy
in time-series, we conducted hot spot analysis on commercial vacancy rates from the first
in time-series, we conducted hot spot analysis on commercial vacancy rates from the first
half of 2019 to the second half of 2020. A composite score map was created based on the
halfresults
of 2019
thetime
second
half
of 2020.(Figure
A composite
score map
based
of to
each
frame,
as follows
7). The vacancy
risk was
area created
that belongs
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results
of
each
time
frame,
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follows
(Figure
7).
The
vacancy
risk
area
that
belongs
to a hot
hot spot was given a score of 1 within 90% confidence interval, where only a model anaspotlyzed
wasthe
given
score
within
90%that
confidence
where
a model time
analyzed
risk aarea
for of
the1pixel.
Areas
belong to interval,
the hot spot
in allonly
four different
periods were given a full score of 4. Among all hot spot areas, 5.2% of these were found
to be risk areas for all four different time frames. These areas are characterized by increased rent following gentrification and a decrease in floating population after losing
their distinctive regional characteristics. Because these issues are in progress, they had a
prolonged vacancy rate, posing a severe problem in the area. The area marked in red on
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the risk area for the pixel. Areas that belong to the hot spot in all four different time periods
were given a full score of 4. Among all hot spot areas, 5.2% of these were found to be risk
areas for all four different time frames. These areas are characterized by increased rent
following gentrification and a decrease in floating population after losing their distinctive
regional characteristics. Because these issues are in progress, they had a prolonged vacancy
Sustainability 2021, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
14 of 18
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map is the current non-vacancy risk area, but it is estimated to have a serious vacancy rate
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the college campuses on the northeast side.
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Table 6. Variable influence outputs by dropping one variable per model.
The model produced the lowest RMSE value for dropping sales, indicating that this
Training
factor had a stronger influence onHighest
the model
than other factors. Furthermore, franchise ratio
Variable
RMSE
Model Influence *
Probability
and annual business survival rate also
showed a more substantial influence on increasing
Levels ofvacancies.
a building As expected, 20,000th
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commercial
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9
8
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survival, and as the number of large-scale businesses such as franchise stores increases,
sales of existing small merchants can be at risk due to lack of brand loyalty.
The results of the influence test also indicated that individual building features such
as area and height seem to influence increasing commercial vacancy, but only marginally.
This may be partially because the floating population has a stronger influence than the
de facto population. In other words, local visitors or transit users in the area (floating
population) are more likely to use nearby cafés or stores, compared to residents or workers
in a building. The de facto population may be more influential and powerful in cities with
high income levels.
Table 6. Variable influence outputs by dropping one variable per model.
Category

Variable

Individual
structure factor

Levels of a
building
Area of a building

Location
factor

De facto
population
Floating
population
Franchise ratio

Local economic
factor

Rent
Sales per business
Survival rate of a
new business
Survival rate by
year

Highest Training
Probability

RMSE

Model Influence *

20,000th

0.0104

7

18,000th

0.0093

9

20,000th

0.0099

8

18,000th

0.0169

4

20,000th

0.0222

2

20,000th
19,000th

0.0147
0.0257

5
1

20,000th

0.0138

6

20,000th

0.0184

3

* The small number in “model influence” indicates a bigger influence.

The data pertaining to individual buildings, such as the area and level of a building,
were found to be less significant than other variables. This can be attributed to a lack of
significant changes to the buildings, such as new construction or demolition during the
time frame in question, or due to minor changes in variables. In future research, a much
larger set of time-series data will quantify influence on the given variables more accurately.
6. Discussion
This study aimed to forecast the commercial vacancy rate in Seoul for the second
half of 2020 based on data of the opening and closure of 2,940,000 businesses, and to
analyze the factors influencing increases in vacancy. Before the main analysis, we reviewed
previous studies on commercial districts and noted limitations due to insufficient data.
Previous studies analyzed the characteristics of commercial districts at a certain point in
time, as opposed to time-series changes and estimated growth or decline in commercial
districts, based on information on closure rates or duration of a business’s operation. We
overcame such limitations by securing actual commercial vacancy data that allowed a more
direct analysis of a commercial district’s growth and decline, and quantified the factors
influencing vacancy. The findings of this study can be summarized as follows.
First, the LSTM-based model proved to be a suitable alternative for predicting future
possible commercial vacancy pattern dynamics. Through spatial accuracy analysis (MAE,
RMSE) and hot spot analysis, we identified which areas had a higher rate of commercial
vacancy. The prediction model forecast worsening vacancy rates in areas that are densely
packed with manufacturing businesses and districts near college campuses adjacent to
pre-existing vacancy risk areas. Therefore, it is necessary to provide proactive financial
support for business owners in the secondary industry and self-employed businesses near
college campuses. Based on the results, systematic and efficient planning policies can be
established in commercial districts at high risk of vacancy in the near future.
Second, all nine variables were found to influence commercial vacancy rate. In particular, sales, floating population, and franchise rate were found to be the main determinants
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for commercial vacancies. To minimize commercial vacancy and secure market stability
through policy intervention, it is imperative to control the cannibalization of commercial
districts and develop the competitiveness of these to retain a consistent floating population. In reality, it is not easy to control the fluctuation of commercial districts based
on market principles. Nonetheless, policy intervention is required to sustain the local
economy. Thus, it is necessary to recognize the exact cause of vacancies, and to establish
appropriate countermeasures.
Lastly, the prediction model generates not only statistical analysis but also intuitive
diagrams and maps through hot spot analysis and spatial prediction. Thus, policymakers
and small business owners who are not familiar with statistics and economic theories can
establish a road map to manage the vacancy issue.
Despite the merits of this study, some limitations should be further addressed in
future research. First, the findings of this study cannot accurately reflect rapidly changing
economic conditions (such as those caused by COVID-19) domestically or internationally,
because this study forecast the vacancy rate for the second half of 2020 based on previous
time-series data. During the first half of 2020, when the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic was sweeping the country, the Korean government implemented support programs
such as emergency relief funds for small business owners and owner-operated businesses
that suffered from the spread of virus. Even though commercial vacancy rates increased
during the first half of 2020, compared to 2019, the estimation of the commercial vacancy
rate for the second half of 2020, which was solely based on the pre-existing time-series
patterns, is likely to be inaccurate because the COVID-19 pandemic is not reflected. Furthermore, since some business owners did not report the closures for avoiding their premium
loss, the current seriousness of the vacancy issue might be underestimated in the half of
2020, and it could decrease the prediction accuracy. Therefore, it is imperative to develop a
prediction model that considers a variety of scenarios based on a larger data set covering
vacancies. Because commercial vacancy can respond to changes in floating population and
the surrounding environment of a commercial district, it is essential to consider changes not
only in Seoul but also in neighboring cities when estimating the vacancy rate of commercial
buildings located on Seoul’s boundary. Therefore, it is necessary to consider constructing data from neighboring cities and developing a collaborative system. Third, since
the characteristics of individual commercial facilities might have a spatial dependency
on the closure and sales, the effects of spatial autocorrelation need to be further tested
by follow-up research. Lastly, since LSTM modeling requires a geographic information
system, deep-learning analysis ability, and a high-performance computing system, it might
be difficult to apply the model in the professional planning field.
7. Conclusions
Overall, this research sought to forecast future possible commercial vacancy dynamics,
quantify the influence of contributing factors, and suggest an initial guideline that can be
used in future planning policies. We proved that LSTM-based predictions can be useful to
forecast potential future commercial vacancy areas when a clear input data are available.
This research contributes to develop new methodological frameworks for prediction
models, providing Furthermore, the forecasted results could also be useful to produce
strategies for the expected consequences of commercial vacancy, providing the objective basis for establishing future policies. Of course, the prediction model is not perfect and needs
improvements due to the realistic complexity of various socioeconomic, physical, and
environmental interactions and non-linearity. Furthermore, it is also critical to determine
appropriate accuracy verification methods for the data. Although this research used a conventional statistical approach, RMSE, the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or Akaike’s
information criterion (AIC) are widely used for time-series applications. Some studies
reveal that BIC might be suitable for a large sample size [44]. However, we believe that the
prediction model would be able to play a role as “a key analytical bridge between envisioning alternative urban development patterns and evaluating their impacts” if qualified
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theories and data are secured [45]. This research can be the starting point for understanding
the trends of commercial districts and improving a more reliable prediction model.
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